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Abstract 

In recent years, due to global warming and rapid consumption of natural resources and inevitable effect of construction sector in 
producing all this transformation, ecologic data has been one of the most important factors in formation of architectural design. 
However, especially in architectural design process dominated by intuitive thinking, students often ignore this data. Therefore, 
being inspired by sustainable/ecologic approaches, this study aimed to develop a model for the use of generative architecture 
understanding that can benefit from natural energy sources at maximum level, in architectural design education. We envisaged 
using generative approaches that remodel the design process and support the designer in this process, rather than the results. In 
this context, a case study was carried out. The case study aimed to produce formative alternatives and new designs by the 
generative system. The presence of algorithmic approach the students develop considering ecologic data in design process was 
tested; theoretical information about ecology-effective design was expected to be applied on concrete architectural projects. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Since Architectural design education is a period in which students are given forms of understanding and 
perceiving the surrounding they are in and abilities to reproduce and organize it with their own elements. Every data 
that define the design process effect the architectural shaping. In the recent years, due to both global warming and 
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exhaustion of natural resources and the inevitable effect of construction industry in this transformation, ecological 
data are among the most important factors that effect architectural design. However, in architectural design period in 
which especially common sense is dominant, students disregard this data.  

Ecological buildings are buildings that are constructed with natural and economical materials non-harmful to 
environment, consisting of resources that can sustain its presence, having high energy preservation and using energy 
of its own production [1]. Ecological design concept involves five basic principles: a healthy artificial environment, 
sufficient and generative energy systems, environment-sensitive form, nature friendly construction materials and 
recycling activities [2]. Ecological design is an approach that takes protection of natural energy resources and 
passive utilization in buildings as well as interaction with nature and constructing buildings that are harmonious with 
the natural surroundings  in to consideration [3]. In the recent studies it is determined that architecture transformed 
from a static structure that exploits nature and its surrounding into a system that takes its inspiration from nature and 
changes according to the environmental conditions [4]. One of these creative methods in which the design is shaped 
via forming a similarity with the nature itself is generative method.  

Millions of years old design experience of the natural environment that we destroy fast today has been an 
inspiration to many architects. And the generative approach is a system that develops new rules via examining the 
development of and the changes in the natural environment and that produces new stylistic alternatives from them. 
"Nature's power of adaptation, its selection and variation abilities" [5] were taken as examples in the development of 
generative approaches, and these were defined as parameters in the shaping, improvement and transformation of 
new stylistic pursuits beginning from an abstract geometrical form generally [6]. Generative systems must have 3 
basic qualities - associationism (visualization, analogy, abstraction), adaptation (implementation, automation) and 
improvability (similar production) - and their sub-qualities [7]. 

Thus, in this study, whether designing housing spaces -the natural environment of its users- is possible or not 
using ecological and generative approaches that are developed after the example of natural environment in 
architecture. In this respect, it was aimed to develop a model in which a generative architectural understanding that 
will benefit from natural energy resources in maximum taking sustainable/ecological approaches as inspiration is 
intended for architectural design education. 

2. Case study and findings 

While shaping their designs in architectural education, students have to form a connection to the environment 
they are in. Using the physical environment (nature) as an inspiration by human beings begins with the design 
history. Inspiration via formal analogies headed for the discovery of the process after perceiving the perfection in 
ecosystems. Both ecological and generative approaches are design perceptions that were developed in this sense. 
These models have been guiding students not only during the practice but also the education process. In this respect, 
a case study with 10 post graduate students of Gazi University was conducted which aims producing formed 
alternatives and new designs by taking ecological approaches -in which producing its own energy and reusing of 
natural resources are possible- as inspirations.  The case study was realized in three stages.  

At the first stage, the students were informed about general design decisions, organizational decisions and the 
systems used (Fig. 1). During the ecological design process, it is the basic parameter in the shaping of mass; other 
systems used together with supports sustainable approaches. For this reason, students have to think the organization 
of the mass at first whilst shaping their designs. 

 

Fig. 1. Ecological design parameters 
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